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Resumen. En 1940 H.W. Fowler publicó la descripción de nuevas especies de peces colectadas
en 1936 por M.A. Carriker durante una expedición a Bolivia en las localidades de ‘Río Lipeo’ y
‘Monte Bello’. Según la información proporcionada por el colector, se creía que ambos sitios estaban
ubicados en Tarija, Bolivia. Sin embargo desde fines de la década de 1960, se afirma que el río Lipeo
se encuentra en la provincia Argentina de Salta, mientras que no se disponía de información concreta
sobre 'Monte Bello'. Aquí se demuestra que ambas localidades son idénticas y de hecho cambiaron
de nacionalidad recién en 1938, dos años después de la colecta de los especimenes. Se propone una
nueva definición de localidad tipo para seis especies de peces, una subespecie de ave y un insecto.
Palabras clave. peces, Fowler, localidades tipo
Abstract. In 1940 H.W. Fowler published the description of new species of fish collected by M.A.
Carriker in 1936 during an expedition to Bolivia at the localities of ‘Río Lipeo’ and ‘Monte Bello’.
Following the information provided by the collector both were believed to be located in Tarija,
Bolivia. Since the late 1960’s the Río Lipeo has been claimed to be located in the Argentinean
province of Salta, while no information at all was available about ‘Monte Bello’. It is demonstrated
that both localities are identical and in fact changed their nationality only in 1938, two years after the
collection. A new definition of the type locality is proposed for six species of fish, one subspecies of
bird, and an insect.
Key words. fishes, Fowler, type localities
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INTRODUCTION
Melbourne Armstrong Carriker did
conduct seven expeditions to South America
between 1929 and 1938: four to Peru and
three to Bolivia. These endeavors were
mainly undertaken to gather birds for the
collection of the Department of Ornithology
at the Academy of Natural Sciences in
Philadelphia (ANSP), but Carriker also
collected a few specimens from other
vertebrate groups. Additionally, his very
personal interest was to gain parasitic
insects from the obtained bird specimens as,
although he was not paid for this, his real
passion were the Mallophaga, known as
chewing lice, biting lice, or bird lice.
During his 2nd expedition to Bolivia
Carriker’s itinerary led him to the sugar
cane farm of Monte Bello at the banks of
the río Lipeo. Here he collected some fishes
during August 1936 which were described
four years later by Henry W. Fowler (1940).
During his travels Carriker was a
thorough keeper of diaries. Whenever there
was something to report on he would sit at
night and take notes about the activities,
experiences and obtained specimens of
the day. The content of these diaries is
preserved in and available from two sources:
his original fieldbook (Carriker 1936) and a
book published by his sons on their fathers‘
travels through Bolivia (Carriker 2006).
Both sources are fascinating lectures which
provide deep insights on what travelling
meant in those times and are recommendable
to everyone interested in the past conditions
of these parts of Argentina and Bolivia. Yet,
the excerpts cited in the present contribution
are restricted to the passages which provide
detailed information on the localities ’Río
Lipeo‘ and ’Monte Bello‘.
I came across the original fieldbook
by pure coincidence. When looking for
something else, a search engine presented a
result which led to the Biodiversity Heritage
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Library, where scans of Carriker’s fieldbook
from his 2nd expedition to Bolivia are stored
and made available to the public.
The second source is a book which rested
as a manuscript during several decades
until it was finally considered worth to
be published. Soon after his last Bolivian
expedition Carriker wrote the manuscript
"Experiences of an Ornithologist along the
Highways and Byways of Bolivia". He sent
the manuscript to several publishers, but all
turned it down. He became discouraged and
put the manuscript aside. After his death his
sons Mel and Frederick privately circulated
a few photocopies of the manuscript,
from which Wiedenfeld (1997) excerpted
passages, provided a short biography of
Carriker, and also a very useful timetable
in his appendix 2. Only in 2006 Carriker’s
sons published his manuscript as a regular
book (Carriker 2006). However, no new
information on the localities of Monte Bello
and Río Lipeo was added to the facts already
included in the fieldbook.
Carriker’s itinerary
The pdf-file of the above mentioned
fieldbook contains 260 pages structured
in two parts. The first 238 pages present
handwritten daily lists of the obtained
specimens of birds, some mammals, and a
single page on fishes. The second part, from
page 239 onward, has been done using a
classical typewriter and is entitled ’Bolivian
Collecting Stations, 1936‘.
For the travel section from La Merced to
río Lipeo Carriker provided the following
details: ”The next day we followed on down
the Rio Candado crossing and recrossing it
many times, passing the Rio Toldos about 1
pm. At this point we kept to the west side
of the Candado and a few miles below left
river and climbed up over a range of hills
and dropped down into the valley of the
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Rio Lipeito, which empties into the Lipeo
about a mile above its junction with the
Candado. … We dropped down the Lipeito
to its junction with the Lipeo, then ascended
that stream about a mile when we reached
the farm of Blusky and Manatt, called Monte
Bello“.
These few sentences not only identify
’Monte Bello‘ as the name of a farm, but also
offer all the information needed to perfectly
locate this place. In fact, the respective satellite
image of Google Earth shows an area flatter
and less forested than the surroundings at
the northern bank of the río Lipeo ’about a
mile‘ upstream from its confluence with the
río Lipeito. This very spot is hereby assumed
to have formed part of the former sugar cane
farm Monte Bello.
Carriker was at Monte Bello twice. During
the first stay, lasting from Aug. 7 to 28, 1936, he
did all the collecting of specimens. From there
he went south to Bermejo, Aguas Blancas, and
Fortín Campero at the confluence of Bermejo

and Tarija rivers. On his way back he stopped
in Monte Bello again (1-3.Oct.1936) to rest
and for preparing his boxes and luggage for
the upcoming northbound journey (Carriker
1936; Wiedenfeld 1997, appendix 2).
History of the borderline
Until the early 1940’s the area west of the
río Bermejo from La Mamora in the North
and Juntas de San Antonio in the South,
approx. between 22°10’S and 22°50’S, was
poorly defined regarding its territorial
status under the governance of either
Bolivia or Argentina. Together with this
area, also the Puna de Atacama and the
Chaco Central have been claimed by both
states and subject of long lasting bi-national
disputes (Figure 1).
In 1889 Argentina and Bolivia signed a
treaty to define their common borders (PLRA
1889), an endeavor most probably based on

Figure 1 - Former areas of Bolivia ‘lost’ to other countries. The region west of
the Bermejo river, being the subject discussed in this contribution, is marked by
a white ‘x’ on the greenish-brown area in the center of the map, (Bjork 2007).
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the maps of Ondarza et al. (1859; Figure 2)
and Moussy (1867; Figure 3) (Echazú 1926).
During the subsequent years this treaty
resulted far too inexact to be matched with
the actually existing topography and in some
details even contradicting. In consequence
during the following decades nobody could
really tell where the border did run, resulting
in a somehow lawless situation in the area
west of the río Bermejo in Salta.
Especially one passage from the 1889
treaty did contribute to the uncertain
borderline in that area: ”…y continuará
su dirección recta de occidente á oriente
hasta la cumbre del cerro del Porongal;
de este punto bajará hasta encontrar el
origen occidental del río de este nombre
(Porongal), seguirá por el medio de sus
aguas hasta su confluencia con el Bermejo,
frente al pueblo de este nombre. De este
punto bajará la línea divisoria por las aguas
del mismo río denominado Bermejo hasta
su confluencia con el río Grande de Tarija, ó
sea Juntas de San Antonio, de dichas Juntas
remontará por las aguas del río Tarija …“.
From somewhere in the Quebrada de
Humahuaca, or the border area between
Jujuy and Salta, a straight line would run
from West to East to the peak of mount
Porongal, from there along the Porongal
stream to its confluence with the Bermejo
river, opposite the homonymous village.
From there running downstream the
Bermejo river to its confluence with the río
Grande de Tarija at Juntas de San Antonio,
and then upstream along that river towards
the Northeast.
There are three remarkable differences
between this text of the treaty and the factual
landscape:
1. The río Porongal is not a direct tributary
of the Bermejo, but an affluent of the río
Pescado.
2. The mouth of the Porongal/Pescado
basin into the Bermejo is not located
across the river from the homonymous

village, but some 95 km SSE of that
locality, just half way between Juntas de
San Antonio and Orán. To understand
the conditions of the treaty from 1889
it is important to notice that the historic
maps (Figures 2-5) congruently indicate
a place called Bermejo, or Vermejo,
close to the confluence of río Negro
and río Condado at approx. 22°10‘54“S,
64°40‘28“W and that this little hamlet,
today still called ‘La Capilla de Bermejo’,
is not identical with the modern town
of Bermejo
located at 22°43’57”S,
64°20’35”W. The treaty and the historical
maps referred to the old church which is
located just West of what is shown as ‘La
Mamora’ in the modern map (Figure 6).
3. The mouth of the río Porongal/Pescado
into the Bermejo is not located upstream
from Juntas de San Antonio, but some
12 km downstream from there. But,
as Juntas de San Antonio is defined in
the text as the southernmost tip of the
’Bermejo triangle‘, there could not be
any border point even South of that
place.
The area of the current Parque Nacional
Baritú (Figure 6) is possibly still today the
most untouched and least accessible of
Argentina. We can only imagine that more
than a century back nobody actually did
explore the headwaters of the río Bermejos‘
affluents, and whoever was mapping this
area relied mostly on information received
from locals. When comparing the historical
maps (Figures 2-5) in detail it is striking
that the rivers south of the río Los Toldos
are shown differently in all these maps.
Ondarza et al. (1859; Figure 2) located
the arroyo Porongal, with the Baritú as a
tributary, north from the río ’Lipio‘. The
map of Moussy (1867; Figure 3) erroneously
took the río Condado as Porongal and
thus, generated the above described
impossibility to match the 1889 treaty
with the actual topographic conditions. In
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this map the río Lipeo is named ’Limpio‘.
Brackebusch (1889; Figure 4) was the first
in providing a map showing a situation
close to reality regarding the Porongal
stream as an affluent of the Pescado river
and the arroyo Baritú as a tributary of
the Río ’Lipion‘. Idiaquez (1901; Figure 5)
anticipated the later treaty by 24 years when
in his map, made on behalf of the Bolivian
government, he corrected the borderline by
showing the Porongal stream in the correct
locality.
The ’mapping of this era [1889] was
too insufficient and vague, very far from
reproducing exactly the factual peculiarities
of the land‘ (Moreno Quintana 1926) and
thus, the errors contained in the 1889
treaty were corrected in a new version in
1925 (Carrillo & Medina) which should
put an end to the ’aroused questions about
interpretation and application of the treaty
from 1889‘ (Moreno Quintana 1926).
This result of complicated negotiations
was ratified by the Bolivian side four
years later (PLBO 1929). Significantly
slower, Argentina took 13 years to ratify
this treaty (PLAR 1938). After this final
act the copies signed by both presidents
were interchanged between the parties on
11.Oct.1938 and theoretically established the
new border on this very date. Nevertheless,
it took three more years for the Province of
Salta to incorporate the area of Los Toldos in
1941 (Cornejo & Gómez 1941) and establish
the status quo as we know it today.
In the present work I only refer to
the treaties from 1889 (PLAR) and 1925
(Carrillo & Medina), and to the respective
ratifications in 1929 (PLBO) and 1938
(PLAR). In preparation of the second treaty
between 1889 and 1925 there have been
at least 17 modifications, memoranda,
protocols, diplomatic notes, etc. between the
two countries (González 2019). The details
of this process of negotiations are beyond
the scope of the present contributions and
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are left to researchers from the fields of
history and politics.
Carriker’s localities ‘Río Lipeo’ and
‘Monte Bello’ in literature
In his work on Carriker’s fishes Fowler
(1940) mentioned that he had ”been unable
to find any references in the literature to
the localities representing“ his materials.
Nevertheless, he was aware that the Lipeo
is a western branch of the Bermejo, which
he located in the Bolivian department of
Tarija. The same for Monte Bello, without
further details.
Ringuelet et al. (1967) and Ringuelet
(1975) confirmed the río Lipeo to be a
western affluent of the Bermejo, however
located in the Argentinian province of
Salta, and Fowler’s placement of this stream
in Tarija was disqualified as erroneous
without providing any justifying detail.
López (1985), Braga (1994), Miquelarena
& Aquino (1995), Pavanelli (1999, 2003),
López et al. (2003), Mirande & Koerber
(2015, 2020), and others followed
Ringuelet’s statements, yet by mere
citations without offering any additional or
new information.
In their revision of Ixinandria, Rodriguez
et al. (2008) stated that “Canthopomus
montebelloi was described from tributaries
of the upper río Bermejo at the Monte Bello
Farm in Tarija, southern Bolivia“ without
facilitating their source for this information.
In his list of collection sites of Bolivian
birds Paynter (1992) states “Lipeo, Rio; see
Monte Bello”. The knowledge obtained
from the two original sources (Carriker
1936, 2006) while preparing the present
note, is in congruence with Paynter’s
approach to treat ‘Río Lipeo’ and ‘Monte
Bello’ as a single locality. There is no
information available that Carriker has
visited any area along the Lipeo river
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which was not located within the premises
of Monte Bello and there is no doubt that
this farm was his operational base during
his sojourn in this area.
Under his account for the locality of ‘Monte
Bello’ Paynter expressed his disagreement
with Bond & Schauensee (1942) who have
treated ‘Río Lipeo’ as a locality of bird
collection half a century before: “Monte
Bello; Tarija … farm in southern Tarija, near
Argentina border, near where the Rio Lipeo
[not located] and the Rio Candado … meet,
Carriker … 11-28 Aug., 1-3 Oct. 1936 …; this
description, given by Bond & de Schauensee
… is faulty and cannot refer to the Rio
Lipeo … that rises in northwestern Salta,
Argentina and joins the upper Rio Bermejo
…, without entering Bolivia”.
Summarized, the fact that ‘Monte Bello’
was the name of a farm has been mentioned
before, but so far no author did provide
details on its exact location. Regarding ‘Río
Lipeo’ several authors have stated, or cited,
that this river is an affluent of the Bermejo
river from the Argentinean side, albeit none of
them investigated the historical background,
a knowledge necessary to recognize the fact
that in the moment of Carriker’s collections
in August 1936 the Río Lipeo was indeed still
flowing through the territory of Bolivia.
Affected species

municipality, Santa Victoria department,
Salta province, Argentina. 22°26’50”S,
64°32’54”W.
Actinopteri
• Acestrorhamphus bolivianus Fowler, 1940
Characiformes: Characidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at río Lipeo
Currently treated as Oligosarcus
bolivianus (Fowler, 1940).
• Acrobrycon tarijae Fowler, 1940
Characiformes: Characidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at río Lipeo
• Bryconamericus thomasi Fowler, 1940
Characiformes: Characidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at río Lipeo
Currently treated as Piabina
thomasi (Fowler, 1940).
• Canthopomus montebelloi Fowler, 1940
Siluriformes, Loricariidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at Monte
Bello
Currently treated as a jr. synonym of
Rineloricaria steinbachi (Regan, 1906).
• Fitzroyia lineata alternimaculata Fowler,
1940
Cyprinodontiformes: Anablepidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at Monte
Bello
Currently treated as Jenynsia
alternimaculata (Fowler, 1940).
• Parodon carrikeri Fowler, 1940
Characiformes: Parodontidae
coll. Carriker in Aug.1936 at río Lipeo

In addition to six new species of fish
described by Fowler, at least one subspecies
of bird and one insect share either ‘Río
Lipeo’ or ‘Monte Bello’ as a type locality.
As it could be proven that both localities’
names are denominating the same collection
site of Carriker (Figure 7), it is hereby
proposed to apply the following refined
wording for this type locality:
Former farm ‘Monte Bello’, río Lipeo
approx. 2 km upstream from confluence
with río Bermejo, Lipeo hamlet, Los Toldos

Aves
• Cyclarhis gujanensis tarijae Bond &
Schauensee, 1942
Passeriformes, Vireonidae
coll. Carriker on 21.Aug.1936 at río Lipeo
One of the many described subspecies
of the Rufous-browed Peppershrike.
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Insecta
• Pseudolipeurus tataupicola Carriker, 1944
Psocodea, Philopteridae
coll. Carriker on 9.Aug.1936 at río Lipeo
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A chewing louse mostly parasitic on
birds. Types recovered from the host species
Crypturellus t. tataupa.
As mentioned above, Carriker dedicated a
single page of his fieldbook (page 143 of the
pdf file) to the ‘Fish of Monte Bello’. Within
the fieldbook this page is found between his
notes dating from August 28th and those
from September 7th, thus providing another
strong indication that the collection of fishes
was done during his first and much longer
sojourn at Monte Bello.
Unfortunately Carriker’s handwriting
is very scratchy and in some words even
undecipherable. Nevertheless, the best
possible transcription is offered here, being
the doubtful words indicated in italics:
Fish from Monte Bello
1. Dorado - grows to large size in Rio
Bermejo. When freshly caught whole
fish suffused with beautiful golden
yellow (hence name); fins all dusky
yellow; silvery spot on side of head +
on each side of under pair [of fins]. back
dark green, sides silvery.
2. Long slender, with mouth on under
side of head. Dull leaden barn color;
each scale with dusky spot; lower fins
and tail dull greenish yellow.
3. “Savalo” (?) Back blackish green, side
silvery, speckled with dusky green
(narrow margin along edge of scales.
Pectoral and ventral fins reddish yellow,
iris silvery with rouge red spot on upper
side.
4. Like Nr. 3 but all fins except pectoral
pair crimson.
5. Sucker mouth on end of snout. Buffy
yellowish, with irregular dusky bands
around body, blacker on back and
behind dorsal fin. fins pale reddish
yellow.
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6. Very much like 5, but tail entire, not
forked, + head wider. Double row of
blackish spots along each side of body;
large red spot around anus. Back dull
olive, fins edged with dusky; sides
grayish white.
7. Red barny sucker. Whole body bright
pinkish salmon red. Only one seen,
taken on sand bottom.
8. Common rock sucker: dirty brown,
checkly speckled with black, including
fins, grows to 2 feet long, common in
shallow water amongst rocks.
It is difficult to identify species from these
lines, especially as in addition to the six new
species Fowler (1940) reported on nine more
fishes from río Lipeo/Monte Bello (Table 1).
Also, not all species found in the fieldbook
have reached the collection at Philadelphia
due to their mere size and the resultant
impossibilty of transportation in alcohol.
Carriker’s #1 surely refers to Salminus
brasiliensis. A photo contained in the book
(Carriker 2006, Figure 14) shows Berto,
Carriker’s travel companion, “displaying
the large Dorado fish that he killed with his
trusty machete in the Rio Lipeo”.
For numbers 2 to 5 Carriker used a very
diverse wording to describe different tones
of red, e.g. barn and crimson, in the fins
of those fishes. Red and yellow fins are
frequently found in the characids reported
on by Fowler (Table 1).
The large red spot around the anus
mentioned in #6 is known from females
of the genus Jenynsia (Aguilera et al. 2019,
Figure 2D). This character combined with
the unforked tail and the two rows of dots
on the sides are indications that #6 is Jenynsia
alternimaculata.
By using the name ‘sucker’ Carriker gave
an indication that #7 and #8 are from the
several loricariids listed by Fowler.
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CONCLUSIONS
When in 1936 Carriker collected the
specimens at ‘Monte Bello’ and ‘Río
Lipeo’ he effectively did so on Bolivian
grounds. Only two years later this area
became possession of Argentina after long
negotiations which lasted from before 1889
until 1938. It could be demonstrated that
actually both localities are the same spot
(Figure 7) and that thus, this type locality
of six species of fishes, a bird and an insect
has undergone the same switch between
countries.
M.A. Carriker was not erroneous about
the localities he sampled in 1936 and it is
unfeasible to expect Fowler in 1940 to be
informed about this political development
so far away, keeping in mind that in
1967 not even Ringuelet et al., all citizens
of Argentina, paid attention to these
circumstances.
It is a remarkable curiosity that two
fish species, Oligosarcus bolivianus and
Acrobrycon tarijae, which were given their
specific epithets by Fowler (1940) for
their respective assumed type localities in
Bolivia and Tarija, do now both have an
original provenance from the Argentinean
province of Salta. The same happens to the
insect Pseudolipeurus tataupicola and the bird
Cyclarhis gujanensis tarijae, a subspecies of
the Rufous-browed Peppershrike, described
by Bond & Schausensee (1942) based on a
holotype from ‘Río Lipeo’. In addition to
this bird the database of the ornithological
collection at ANSP identifies 294 specimens
of birds from 83 species/subspecies as
collected by Carriker at the río Lipeo.
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Figure 2 - Porongal stream with Baritú as a left side tributary located north of the Río ‘Lipio’, (Ondarza et al., 1859).

Figure 3 - ‘Porongal’ as the erroneous name for the Condado stream, generating all the weaknesses of the treaty from
1889, (Moussy 1867).
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Figure 4 - Condado, Porongal, ‘Lipión’, and Baritú streams in the correct positions. Unfortunately, this map was not yet
available during the negotiations when preparing the wording of the 1889 treaty, (Brackebusch 1889).

Figure 5 - This map shows the corrected border anticipating it by 24 years to the new treaty from 1925 and 37 earlier
of the legal fixing of the current status quo, (Idiaquez 1901).
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Table 1. List of fish species reported by Fowler (1940) from Río Lipeo (RL) and Monte Bello (MB). H=holotype,
P=paratype, x=non-type specimens.
Fowler 1940
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MB
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x

x
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sp.nov.
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x
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x
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x

x
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x
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